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Executive Summary
The Committee took note of the report of the UIUC Academic Senate
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure pertaining to the status of adjunct professors on the UIUC campus. Two questionnaires, one to deans, directors and department heads and the other to a select group of tenured and
tenure track faculty were prepared, mailed and their responses evaluated.
Based on the current prevailing conditions pertaining to adjunct professors,
the Committee presents a series of recommendations to the Chancellor. Also,
although not implicit within the Committee’s charge, are recommendations
regarding the status of persons with titles of clinical, research, visiting, etc.,
professor (all ranks).
Introduction
During the late spring and early Summer of 2010 a situation developed,
which brought to the forefront certain generic problems associated with current definitions of adjunct professor (all ranks) duties, services, procedures,
etc. The history, problems and a number of recommendations are contained
in the report by the UIUC Senate Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure and need not be repeated here.
The University of Illinois Statutes1 are at best vague on the subject of
adjunct professors (see pages 7, 19, 23, 27) and provide meager guidance.
Similar comments also pertain to clinical, research, visiting, etc., professors
of all ranks, i.e. “other academic” staff.
Charge to the Committee
On January 10, 2011, Vice President and Chancellor (Interim) Robert
A. Easter appointed the current Ad Hoc Committee on Adjunct Professor Status (Appendix A). The charge to the Committee is “to generate a proposed
campus process for the hiring, evaluation, re-appointment and termination of
adjunct faculty members as well as the generation of a grievance procedure in
case of contested decisions.”
Committee Activities
In response to its charge, the Committee has met on several occasions
to familiarize itself with potential problems and to devise a plan of action.
The Committee decided to conduct two surveys, one for deans, directors and
department heads and a second similar one for a select group of faculty identified from the first survey as having interest in and connections to these
matters. The two survey instruments and their summarized responses are
displayed in Appendix B.
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Based on this survey information and on the Committees member’s
experiences, the Committee after protracted deliberations now presents its
report and recommendations.
Definitions
As described in the University Statutes, adjunct faculty are a part of a
larger group of academics. This group is not eligible for indefinite tenure and
is also distinguished from academic professionals. This larger category of academic staff broadly referenced as "other academic" staff. While these positions meet a number of operational campus needs, the titles themselves offer
a general sense of what the individual does. Position titles within this group
of "other academic" staff2 are:
Adjunct Assistant Professor; Adjunct Associate Professor; Adjunct Professor
Clinical Associate; Research Associate (including Postdoctoral Research Associate; Teaching Associate
Clinical Assistant Professor; Clinical Associate Professor; Clinical Professor
(clinical faculty positions may carry an Adjunct title modifier)
Research Assistant Professor; Research Associate Professor; Research Professor (research faculty positions may carry an Adjunct title modifier)
Instructor; Lecturer (Additionally, these two titles may include additional
modifiers, i.e., Adjunct, Clinical, or Senior)
Any of the afore-listed titles may include a Visiting modifier.
It should be noted that within the other academic group, permanent (no visiting title modifier) Associates (Clinical Associate, Research Associate, or Postdoctoral Research Associate, or Teaching Associate) and Research faculty
(Research Assistant Professor, Research Associate Professor, or Research
Professor) whose positions are full time and fully funded by hard money do
have right to notice of non-reappointment from the Board of Trustees.
Analysis of Questionnaire Responses
Two questionnaires were prepared, mailed and their responses evaluated. The first mailing was sent to the UIUC Academic Council of Deans (22)
and Provost Department Heads (143) for a total of 165 individuals. The second mailing was sent to 73 selected UIUC faculty members. The numerical
summaries and detailed response comments are presented in Appendix B.
The detailed comments are invaluable and point succinctly to actual problem
areas, which the Committee addressed in its recommendations below. The
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As defined in University of Illinois Statutes, Article IX, Section 3 c.
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responses clearly indicate the multiple and varied uses of adjunct titles and
their modifiers across campus.
Use of Appointments:
Ninety percent (90%) of respondents indicated that their unit makes
appointments in the non-tenure track “other academic” positions of adjunct,
research or clinical professors, instructors and lecturers. These appointments
are referred to both in the statutes and in common language of the campus as
"other academic" appointments. Eighty-eight (88%) of respondents who make
“other academic” appointments have made such appointments in the current
academic year.
The UIUC deans, directors and department heads whose units make
“other academic” appointments reported using the visiting professor title and
lecturer title the most (60% and 63%, respectively), followed by the titles of
adjunct professor (55%) and instructor (55%). The same group reported that
research and clinical professorships were the least used titles, at 25% and
23% respectively. Sixty-one percent (61%) of the deans, directors and department head respondents who reported making “other academic” appointments report that they have established criteria that determine how they use
these appointment titles. Thirty-six percent (36%) of the deans, directors and
department heads reported that they do not have such criteria.
When faculty members who frequently work with “other academic” appointments were asked about the use of the different titles, 79% reported that
their unit appointed Instructors, 71% reported appointing Adjunct professorships, visiting professorships, and lecturers, and 29% reported appointing research professorships. Seventy-one percent (71%) of the faculty surveyed reported that their unit has established criteria that determine which appointment titles are used and 29% reported that they do not have such criteria.
Respondents to both surveys who reported making “other academic”
appointments cited a wide variety of reasons for doing so, including oncampus and on-line teaching needs, administrative functions, academic dual
hires, collaborative research, and funded research projects. “Other academic”
appointments are used to assist with both long-term and short-term teaching
needs, the latter including coverage for temporary absences of tenure-stream
faculty. Respondents explained that such appointments assist with meeting
regular as well as supplemental curricular offerings and provide a mechanism for hiring individuals who have expertise not held by the unit faculty.
In sum, the respondents reported that these categories of appointments help
units serve their teaching and research missions and provide needed flexibility and expertise to augment tenure-stream faculty appointments.
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Hiring and Performance Review Practices and Procedures:
Almost all respondents whose units make “other academic” appointments report that the tenure-stream faculty play a primary role in the selection and review of candidates for these positions. For these units, the tenuretrack faculty typically comprises the search committee and/or who are otherwise involved in the vetting and review of the candidates, with hires either
approved by the unit executive committee or unit executive officer. Several
respondents indicated that faculty also assists in identifying the needs of the
department for such positions.
Seventy-seven percent (77%) of the deans, directors and department
head respondents and sixty-four (64%) of faculty respondents who reported
that their units make “other academic” appointments stated that their units
have procedures for reviewing performance of these persons. Forty-seven
percent (47%) of the administrator respondents and fifty-seven percent (57%)
of the faculty respondents reported that tenure-track faculty provides input
into those evaluations. Many units report that ICES reviews and teaching
reviews are a part of such reviews. Faculty advisory committees provide input or conduct the reviews in some units. Many units report that the department head or chair conduct performance evaluation reviews.
Nineteen percent (19%) of the administer respondents and 21% of the
faculty respondents from units that make “other academic appointments” reported that their units do not have review procedures for performance evaluations.
While some units regularly conduct or offer exit interviews to “other
academic groups”, it does not appear to be the norm.
Rights and Privileges:
Approximately eighty percent (80%) of the administrator respondents
and eighty-six (86%) of the faculty respondents from units who make “other
academic” appointments reported that these persons have access to the unit
grievance procedures. No faculty respondents and sixteen percent (16%) of
administrator respondents reported that “other academic” persons do not
have access to unit grievance procedures. With respect to voting rights, 30%
of administrator respondents and 29% of faculty respondents from units that
make “other academic” appointments report that such staff members have
voting rights in the unit, while nearly sixty-four percent (64%) of both groups
of respondents reported that they do not have voting rights. Seventy-seven
(77%) of the administrator respondents and 64% of faculty respondents whose
units make “other academic” appointments state that these persons attend
faculty meetings.
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General Comments by the Committee
As the responses indicate, some units use adjunct professors for a
number of various duties. Some of these duties are specialized to the particular needs of a minority of the units. A majority of the respondent units have
procedures in place for hiring and evaluation of adjunct appointees.
The Committee notes that “other academic” staff may have access to
certain existing campus processes, such as those of Provost’s Communication
#17: Program for Multi-Year Contracts for Eligible Academic Staff, which addresses mandatory procedures for dismissing staff prior to the end of a multiyear contract.
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Recommendations
The Committee recognizes that adjunct professors perform valued services,
which in most instances fill special needs not otherwise available to the University. The Committee unanimously recommends that the following steps
be initiated for the combined well being of adjunct professors and of the University of Illinois (not prioritized):
1. A clear definition of all academic staff titles3 should be formulated.
2. Offer letters should clearly and explicitly state the service period, salary, duties, percent time and the fact that this appointment is nonpermanent for a finite period with no expectations of re-appointment.
A renewal may, however, be individually offered for another fixed subsequent period, subject to the proper procedures (see Recommendations #4).
3. Other academics of all ranks, but non-tenure track, should be accorded
processes of evaluation, annual reviews and appeals that are fair, unbiased and systematic. The Committee recommends that “other academics” have access to defined processes that allow them to raise issues and challenge actions that impact the terms and conditions of
their appointments and duties.
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See previous Definition Section.
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4. Initial, continuing and final evaluations of other academics, including
possible initial hiring and non-renewal decisions, should be routinely
performed as determined by unit faculty.
5. For persons in the other academic group (Definitions) who are not entitled to notice of non-reappointment from the Board of Trustees, a written communication regarding an approaching end of employment is
recommended as a courtesy.
6. The levels of participation by adjunct professors in unit committee
meetings, actions, etc. should be clearly defined in the unit’s by-laws.
7. The past practice of exit interviews for all categories of appointees
should be reinstated and participation by departing staff should be
strongly encouraged.
8. Compliance with these recommended procedures, when implemented,
should be monitored on a continuous basis by the Provost or her/his
designee.
9. It is the Committee's view that the recommended changes would benefit from review by the UIUC Senate Executive Committee, as statutory
amendments may be appropriate, and therefore recommends that the
entire report be transmitted to the UIUC Senate.

Appendix A
Chancellor’s Appointment Letter
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Appendix B
The Questionnaire and Survey Results
The two surveys were posted on the UIUC web site and participants
were invited by email to respond.
Summaries: 1- Deans, directors, department heads responses
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Appendix B
The Questionnaire and Survey Results
The two surveys were posted on the UIUC web site and participants
were invited by email to respond.
Summaries: 2 – Selected Faculty Sample responses
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